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About ICCA

Shaping the future and value of international
association meetings

Join the ICCA Association Community:
To serve the associations in a more efficient
way, ICCA has launched the ICCA Association
Community - a unique platform providing
Association Executives with access to ICCA services
and benefits:

ICCA - the International Congress and
Convention Association - is the global
community and knowledge hub for the
international association meetings industry.
ICCA is the global association leader for the
international meetings industry. Since its
establishment in 1963, ICCA specialises in the
international association meetings sector,
offering unrivalled data, education, communication
channels, and business development and
networking opportunities.

-ICCA Meetings Intelligence tools, including
Association Meetings Database, Destination
Comparison tool and Big Data Search.
-Education and networking opportunities at the
ICCA events
-ICCA’s publications and reports

ICCA’s founders were a small, visionary group of
travel agency friends based on 4 continents who
saw the potential of internationally rotating medical
association meetings. They set up systems to share
information about these meetings and to introduce
their clients to trustworthy contacts in countries
where they might not know any local contacts.
These principles of sharing knowledge and
building trust between suppliers and international
associations continue to be the foundation stones of
ICCA today.

To be able join the ICCA Association Community,
your meeting must rotate between at least 3
countries, must occur on a regular basis and must
attract a minimum of 50 participants.
If you would like to join the ICCA Association
Community please visit the ICCA website www.
associations.iccaworld.org.
For more information on the ICCA Association
Community and ICCA products available for
Association Executives please contact: Ksenija
Polla, CMP, Director Association Relations at
ksenija.p@iccaworld.org.

ICCA represents the world’s top destinations and
most experienced suppliers specialised in handling,
transporting and accommodating international
meetings and events, and comprises of over 1,100
member companies and organisations in almost
100 countries and territories worldwide.
As of 2020 ICCA encompasses all major
stakeholders in the world of association meetings,
by opening its doors to associations with the launch
of the “ICCA Association Community”, offering
education, connections, tools and resources to
associations to organise more effective meetings.
This guide is part of a series of publications
specifically designed for the international
association community to assist them running more
efficient and effective meetings.

© December 2019. Copying this publication, or any portion of it, is strictly prohibited without the prior
approval of ICCA. ICCA makes every effort to ensure the accuracy of published material, but cannot be
held liable for errors, misprints or out of date information in this publication. ICCA is not responsible for
any conclusions drawn from this publication. All images are self-captured by staff/designer/employee and/
or paid for.
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1. Negotiating with Hotels

1.1 Introduction

try to optimise revenue and occupancy over different
market segments, through seasonal fluctuations,
whilst taking into account national, regional and
local economic circumstances. Some hotels have
very sophisticated systems and experienced
analysts; others do not. Some hotels always follow
the advice of the yield managers; others have more
discretion.

Most hotels have limited experience of dealing with
associations, and are more familiar with corporate
meetings and intermediary agencies, whose
needs and buying behaviour can be very different
from those of association planners. Many buyers
in the association world have limited experience
of negotiating with hotels, and do not clearly
understand the business objectives that drive hotel
negotiating positions. Most guides on the subject of
negotiating concern themselves with the corporate
market. These three facts add up to the need for a
simple guide to assist the international association
buyer to speak the same “business language” as
the hotel sales representative, and to obtain a fair
deal that reflects the importance and value of their
event.

Each group enquiry, including international
association events, is weighed up against the hotel’s
yield management criteria, to see whether it is a
“good” piece of business. “Bad” business is typically
rejected even if the space is available, with the client
simply being told they cannot be accommodated.
Most yield management systems help the hotel to fix
prices and “ideal” business mixes across numerous
segments: corporate individual bookers; leisure
group; leisure individual; meeting group; aircrew;
but also across different booking channels (e.g.
internet in-house; internet external portal; Global
Distribution System; tele-sales) and time periods.

Typical hotel perceptions of association events:
•
•

Lower spend than corporate events
Lack of guarantees on room blocks = higher risk

•

Lead time too long

•

Negotiation process too complex

•

Overall value of event not clear

•

Complex and time consuming bid process

•

Decision makers and decision making process
not always clear

•

Long and unrealistic list of concessions

This level of sophistication explains why a hotel
may be happy to take a leisure group booking at
a lower price, rather than give a meeting planner
the extra rooms they need for their group – the
latter group is one-off; the former may be part of
a series of bookings which provide the hotel with
a “foundation” of revenue throughout the year.
Similarly, a meeting which provides guaranteed
catering and meeting room rental revenue may
be preferred over another group booking which is
willing to pay a higher bedroom rate, but which
doesn’t have the ancillary spend.

The association buyer’s biggest challenge is to
overcome this type of negative and often incorrect
perception. There are two essential components to
achieving this:
•

Understanding hotel business objectives

•

Providing relevant information about your event

Hotel bedrooms and meeting space are “perishable
goods”, which have a zero value the day after they
appear in the diary. Hotels are therefore much more
flexible with business which is short-lead, and can
fill space which would otherwise be unsold.
Hotel negotiating policies

1.2 Understanding hotel
business objectives

The meeting planner will usually negotiate with
either an hotel Sales Manager, or with a negotiator
in the Conference & Banqueting team. Larger events
may involve Regional Sales Directors or even the
hotel General Manager. These individuals will have
varying levels of negotiating power and authority.

Hotels are ultimately judged by shareholders on their
return on capital, which translates into targets for
Revenue per Available Room (RevPAR), the overall
revenue divided by the total potential number of
room-nights over the financial year. Hotels use a
range of techniques and technologies to assist them
in “yield management”, the process by which they
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ICCA meeting hotels will have specialists who
understand and work with meeting planners.
Whilst hotels are happy to negotiate directly
with meeting planners, they are also used to
dealing with professional intermediaries, such as
destination management companies (DMCs) and
professional congress organisers (PCOs). ICCA’s
membership includes many of the top DMCs and
PCOs worldwide, who can provide advice on every
aspect of organising international events, and who
may have unique local knowledge that can assist
in hotel negotiations (for more information, please
read ICCA’s publication, Working with Meetings
Management Companies).

II) Be aware of major sporting and cultural events
taking place in the city. These may increase or
decrease rates, and may significantly change annual
hotel booking patterns: the impact can be either
positive or negative.
III) Avoid periods which give hotels big “dips”.
Hotels will either turn down or charge big premiums
for events which cause their peaks and dips
to become more pronounced, or may limit the
number of bedrooms they are willing to offer. In
major business cities, a meeting with peak rooms
on Tuesday and Wednesday will be undesirable
unless they already have events booked which will
fill Monday and Thursday, or unless the event will
pay very high prices. A resort property may feel the
same about a Thursday and Friday night booking,
which unbalances their weekend business.

Hotel policies with regard to meeting space vary
considerably. Some will offer complimentary space
for a specified number of bedrooms booked; others
will charge per room or per delegate; or will insist
on linking the space to a package which includes a
minimum amount of catering. Ultimately, the policy
depends upon the level of demand in a particular
city or within a particular hotel chain.

IV) Identify if other bookings have already been
taken.
Placing your event immediately next to other
contracted meetings will be highly valued by the
hotel. They will be more willing to offer lower rates
and larger room blocks. Understand how your event
could fit into the hotel’s mix of business.

Some hotels are primarily banqueting specialists
rather than conference specialists – they may even
charge extra for “overnight hold” of space, because
they are foregoing evening business. All hotels hate
long set-up and breakdown periods, because there
are few if any bedrooms linked to the business. All
hotels like events which fit together perfectly, with
one meeting coming in the same day another is
going out and minimal gaps in bedrooms.

V) Understand the hotel’s policy regarding
meeting place.
Some hotels will give complimentary meeting space
linked to a certain number of guaranteed roomnights or day-delegate packages (meeting room +
coffee breaks + lunch, charged per delegate per
day). Sometimes this may be limited to the main
meeting room, and smaller breakout rooms will be
charged extra, sometimes the hotel may offer all
the space as a concession to help fill a difficult time
slot. Some hotels are open to guaranteeing a Food &
Beverage minimum in exchange for waiving meeting
room rental. Policy varies dramatically between
hotels and between cities, and has a major impact
on event budgets.

Hotel long-term pricing policy is a vital issue for
associations, since most events are confirmed many
years in advance. Failure to get an hotel to commit
to a future price can be very expensive, especially if
the city choice is made first and cannot be changed.
There is always an element of risk in future pricing
for both parties, since the state of the economy
and rates of price inflation cannot be accurately
predicted.

VI) Find out how far out the hotel will guarantee
prices.
Hotels experienced in handling association business
may agree firm prices anywhere from two to four
years in advance (often the case with ICCA meeting
hotels). Others may be unwilling to make any
commitment more than two years in advance. It is
a good idea to obtain indicative rates from a hotel
if the event is more than 2 years in advance, with
the opportunity to re-negotiate these rates once the
hotel has a better understanding of the business on
their books. This will allow you to choose the most
appropriate hotels with best available rates.

Key action points for meeting planners:
I) Identify low or soft periods of demand in the city
or individual hotel.
These can be a day of a week (Sunday is notoriously
low occupancy in many cities), a national holiday
(not usually too important for international
associations), a particular month, or even a season.
Ask the hotel to point these out: these are the dates
which give the hotel real additional revenue – your
delegates won’t displace other business, they’ll fill
rooms which would otherwise be empty.
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VII) Identify what other booking channels will be
open and selling the same dates as your conference.
The hotel may be willing to close down same
promotional rates over your event dates, but same
channels may not be closed down for contractual
reasons (e.g. Expedia, Booking.com, etc.)

actual rates paid by delegates; number of day
delegates; number and size of meeting rooms
utilised; catering functions by number and spend;
revenue analysis from previous hotels (total; per
room-night); actual pick-up; identify peak nights. A
pattern of annual growth, or a geographical pattern
(e.g. larger numbers whenever you meet in a
certain part of the world) are also useful indicators.
Be realistic about the total of rooms needed, plus
how many rooms per category.

VIII) Understand the status of your enquiry/
booking.
Hotels have very specific internal policies with
regard to conference bookings; failure to understand
these may result in losing the space you think you
are holding. The categories are normally “Option”,
which is a provisional booking, and “Contract”, when
a firm contract with financial guarantees has been
signed. A “first Option” means that your booking
has been allocated the space quoted, but there is
no contractual obligation to proceed on either party.
Often, a deadline will be given, after which the hotel
will automatically release the booking or offer the
space to another party. A “second Option” means
that you are in line for the space behind another
client who has received a proposal – there can be
many second options at the same time, and there is
no guarantee that you are really next in line. Lastly,
a “Joint Option” means that you and other parties
are holding the space.

II) Define the purpose of your meeting.
Don’t just say this is the “XXIIIrd meeting of AAIRI”.
Tell the hotel that this is a gathering of the world’s
top experts in the actual subject, sponsored by this
world-renowned brand name, with that famous
speaker, which will be televised or reported on
internationally. If the hotel genuinely understands
how important the meeting is, its perceived value
to the hotel will be seen as greater than if it is
just another set of initials in the diary. Hotels value
profile and PR as well as immediate revenue. The
hotel is also interested in knowing the exhibitors
(if your event has an exhibition attached) that will
be part of the Group as this could be potential for
future Corporate business (Sales Meetings; Product
Launches, etc.)

IX) What hotels love to hear:
“We are flexible on dates/days”.
“We require minimal set-up and breakdown days,
or can work overnight”.
“We can guarantee minimum bedroom take up”.
“We can guarantee minimum day delegate
numbers”.
“We can guarantee specific major catering
functions”.
“We will be totally transparent in providing past and
current booking patterns”

III) Who are your participants?
Are they professionals, business people, government
representatives. Are they paying their own way or
will their organisations be paying for them? Which
countries are they travelling from, and how many
(non-staying) locals are expected to attend?
IV) Who pays for what?
A critical question for hotels: the more that is
guaranteed via the central Master Account, the less
risky the event will seem to the hotel. Be extremely
clear about whether the delegates make and/or
pay for their own bookings, and about how many
room-nights you are willing to guarantee to secure
the booking. Hotels are much more used to dealing
with corporate events where all the expenses are
covered centrally by the client. Specify at an early
stage the level of deposit, how much is likely to
come from sponsor groups, give the name of the
core PCO if applicable; understand what *attrition
rates are.

1.3 Providing relevant
information about your event
From the very beginning, the amount of information
you can provide will influence the attitude of the
hotel, and may even determine whether an offer will
be made or not. Because hotels are not as familiar
with association business as they are with corporate
bookings, even information which an association
professional regards as self-evident should be
provided.

V) How much control do you have over delegate
bookings?
Be honest about how your delegates behave or are
likely to behave. Will they scour the internet to try
to find cheaper rates in your hotel? Can you insist
on them booking via your association registration
website? How late will they book? The hotel may be
able to close down certain booking channels and/or

I) Past history.
Hotels see association bookings as inherently riskier.
They love hard facts about previous meetings:
booked vs actual room-blocks, by day and in total;

* (CIC glossary) The difference between the actual number of sleeping rooms picked-up (or food-and-beverage covers or revenue projections) and
the number or formulas agreed to in the terms of the facility’s contract. Usually there is an allowable shortfall before damages are assessed.
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promotional rates for the dates of your event, so
as to protect both itself and your association. Ask
hotels to guarantee these will be best possible rates
and that they will not offer lower rates and should
they offer lower rates agree to offer it to your event
first.

IX) Explain your decision-making process.
Nothing confuses hotels more than the multitude
of decision-making processes in international
associations. Is the hotel being put forward as part
of an official bid? When will a decision be made
about the city/venue, and has the country been
selected already? Who makes the decision? Who
signs the contract? Give the hotel a timetable and
list of key contacts, so that they can keep your
booking option until the decision is made, and
won’t chase unnecessarily for confirmation. If they
are part of a formal bid, you can even ask their
marketing department for assistance in putting the
bid forward.

VI) Is there an intermediary involved?
Many hotels pay hundreds of thousands of dollars
annually in commission to agencies. In some
countries the majority of corporate conference
bookings are made in this way. Hotels hate being
asked to pay a commission after an event has been
negotiated, but will build this into their calculations
if they know this in advance. If you are using a
Professional Congress Organiser (PCO) to help
run your event, and they are relying on hotel
commission as part of their agreed fee structure,
make this clear to the hotel from the outset – PCO
members of ICCA offer a range of professional
services and advice, and can provide cost savings
and/or identify additional sources of revenue for the
association. If an intermediary is involved, hotels
need to understand if the prices are likely to be
marked up. This can cause issues, particularly if
lower rates are then available through other sites
such as Expedia, Last Minute.com etc. Alternatively,
if there will definitely be no intermediary, or a PCO
who is not charging commission, you can use this
as a negotiating position to try to obtain a better
price or other concessions.

So be very specific on:
Who is involved in
What part;
When the final decision will be made and
Whether a PCO will be involved.
X) Sell the positive side of international
association meetings.
At a time when corporate conferences are frequently
cancelled or postponed, and are prone to much
higher risk considerations, associations have some
very strong advantages: they almost never cancel
major events; they almost never move to different
cities (politically this is very difficult); most of their
delegates will make the effort to attend. Make sure
the hotel understands the importance of your event
in terms of legacy to the city, economic development,
return on investment and social responsibility.
These are very positive messages for hotels at times
of political and economic uncertainty and threats
of terrorism. Identify your individual strengths:
e.g. corporate sponsors or members running
parallel events or booking suites to entertain;
pharmaceutical company financial involvement in
medical association meetings. Association business
can be great “foundation” business for hotels in
their future years’ diaries, around which they can
take other, perhaps higher-yielding, bookings.

VII) If you are negotiating with the hotel through
a local convention bureau or other destination
marketing organisation, make sure they are given
the same level of detailed information. Specifically,
make sure you inform them whether you will be
using a DMC or PCO, and whether commissions will
be expected
VIII) Spell out how flexible you can be.
Set out your ideal dates and days of the week
pattern, but indicate where you can be flexible
(e.g. “ideally second or third week September, but
could meet first week September or up until midOctober”). Indicate when you definitely cannot
consider meeting (e.g. “must avoid American
Thanksgiving weekend”).

If booking accommodation only, as part of a larger
city convention which is not actually meeting in
the hotel, outline what possibilities there may be
for ancillary spend, i.e. social functions, additional
smaller meetings, duration of stays (occupancy for
a longer period); additional spend etc.

The hotel may have a “dead” week which they can
then match you with. Clearly state that you will be
willing to consider less-than-ideal dates in return for
more attractive prices, and the hotel may send you
two different quotations for two alternative options.
Be also very clear if and where you can’t be flexible
in order to avoid any misunderstanding.
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1.4 Hotel contracts

e) Pay particular attention to your responsibilities
in terms of guaranteed numbers of delegates and
room-nights, the timetable for when rooms can be
released and the number of rooms which can be
released at what stage without penalty.

Hotel contracts can be very confusing. As a
minimum, make sure of the following:

f) Clarify the penalties for failure to meet guaranteed
numbers or for cancelling the event. In some
countries hotels cannot claim for the full “lost”
revenue, but only for lost profit, which of course
is reduced if the space or bedrooms are re-sold.
In other countries this is not the case, so do not
assume that re-sold space will reduce your penalty.

a) Read and understand the whole document, and
especially the general terms and conditions. The
language should be clear to a non-lawyer.
b) Ask for clarification of anything which you do
not understand, and if necessary, insist on a rewrite to prevent ambiguity. If you are working in
a non-native English language environment, make
sure they have an authenticated English translation
available for you to study. If you have to sign a nonEnglish original contract, make sure the changes in
the English version have been made in the original.

g) Specify agreements regarding deposits and
guarantees.
h) Ensure all the verbally agreed elements are
included, either in the contract itself, or in an
attached letter of agreement signed by both parties.

c) Try to determine which aspects of the contract
are non-negotiable, and which elements can be
varied. Most hotels have clear distinctions between
these two elements.

i) Spell out all commission arrangements with
intermediaries and also clarify which elements of
the event will be the responsibility of the individual
delegates rather than the association.

d) Make sure the contract is balanced in terms of
rights and responsibilities for both parties. The
contract is not just there to protect the hotel. Ensure
that the risk is equally shared.
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1.5 Long-term relationships

to create a better understanding. Consider even
organising knowledge exchange forums on business
objectives for key people involved in the organisation
of your event.

Associations book up events often many years in
advance. Many hotels have a very fast turnover
of staff, especially in Sales and in Conference &
Banqueting Departments. Effective communication
is essential in making sure the original agreement
is understood and adhered to over time.

Using hotels that are part of international brands
can assist meeting planners with their negotiation
for future events, especially if the hotel group
employs a key client sales approach, where each
client is allocated a sales contact who helps them
find appropriate venues with the group wherever in
the world they want to meet.

Hotels which are more experienced in handling
association business, such as ICCA meeting hotels,
will often have a number of key personnel with
many years of experience, employed specifically
because they are skilled at maintaining long-term
relationships with association clients. Where these
individuals exist, they can aid the association
planner enormously.

Non-chain hotels often have informal networks of
contacts, or belong to marketing consortia: it is
always worth asking their advice for future years’
venues; ICCA meeting hotels frequently refer
business to one another via the ICCA network.

It is always useful to request that should a key contact
move on, a handover meeting will automatically be
set up with the new key contact, so that the longterm needs of the association are clearly understood
by the hotel. This is particularly important for a
major event which has required negotiation input
by the General Manager. A new General Manager
will need to understand why special arrangements
have been put in place.

Finally, ensure regular briefings take place during
the event to minimise any risks plus follow up with
a structured debriefing.

1.6 Opportunities to obtain
added value
Your capacity to ask for concessions and extra
benefits will of course be determined by numerous
factors relating to the negotiation process. One
general rule is, of course, “if you don’t ask, you
never get”, but when and how you ask will vary
according to circumstances. It never pays to win a
concession at the expense of harming a relationship:
at some stage the association will certainly need the
hotel to be flexible and helpful in the run up to the
event, and this is worth more than a bowl of fruit
in the chairman’s suite. Equally, once the contract
is signed, you are no longer negotiating, you are
begging.

Building a relationship with the city convention
bureau is another way of ensuring that the needs of
the association meeting planner do not get forgotten
when hotel staff move on. A good meetings hotel will
typically have a very healthy relationship with their
city convention bureau as the hotel and convention
bureau share a common goal on bringing conference
business to their destination, and meeting planners
can benefit from this. More information is available
in the ICCA resource publication Working with
Convention Bureaux.
Associations should keep in mind that sometimes
bureaux become less involved once the bid has been
won. Therefore it is advisable to appoint a local PCO
or DMC to take care of the accommodation bookings
and relationship with hotels. ICCA member PCOs
and DMCs rely on good long-term relationships with
hotels, and can also assist the association planner
to build a strong level of mutual understanding.

The following is a non-comprehensive list of the items
you might consider including in your negotiations
for a waiver or price reduction. It can also serve as
a check-list to see if the hotel charges for services
which you may assume are complimentary: with
customs between countries varying so much, it is
always best to check:

Complete transparency from all involved is crucial
to a good relationship and successful event. The
association meeting planner needs to ensure through
continuous communication a detailed group profile
is put together, while the hotel needs to be honest
about any challenges on their part and not hide any
problems, i.e. over-booking; any renovations; no
rooms sold; no rooms re-sold.
To build a strong and healthy relationship an
education process of learning and understanding
each other is needed. Share your business objectives
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•

Complimentary room-night per 20, 30 or 40
room-nights booked

•

Complimentary upgrades as a percentage of
room-nights booked

•

Standard prices across all room types

•

Double rooms at single rates

•

Extend the special conference rates before and
after the event

•

Complimentary double occupancy for spouses

•

Complimentary or upgraded breakfasts

•

Rebate to Master Account if delegates book a
specified number of room-nights

•

Complimentary use of flagpoles for association
banners

•

Commission to organisers if same delegates
book outside the block at a higher rate

•

Complimentary use of hotel TV network to
communicate to delegates’ bedrooms

•

Differential pricing between Master Account
rooms and delegate rooms (i.e. a discount for
staff, speakers and guests)

•

Complimentary or preferential rates for meeting
space linked to number of room-nights

•

Preferential rates to use shared services with
previous or next meeting(e.g. lighting rigs, sets,
exhibition stands)

•

Reduced rates for early delegate bookings

•

Upgraded banqueting menus

•

Special deals for VIP’s (could include free airport
transfers; wine/fruit in rooms)

•

Special deal for Board meetings held prior to
main Association meeting

•

Free or discounted rooms for site inspection
visits.

•

Special rates for promotional functions held by
sponsors during the main event

•

Private check-in area

•

Exclusive use of one of the hotel bars for
networking

•

Use of office, maybe including equipment such
as photocopier

•

Discount on in-house AV supplier rates

•

Free storage facilities for advance deliveries

•

Free door drops

•

Free porterage

•

Use of in-house or nearby leisure and sports
facilities

•

Late check-out or early check-in (especially
important if you have intercontinental delegates
who arrive early in the morning)

•

Free signage (does the hotel have an electronic
system, and if so can it be used without charge?)

•

Corkage charges (if you are bringing in a wine
from a sponsor)

•

Continuous coffee service

•

Free pastries or cookies with coffee

•

Car park charges

•

More generous deposit requirements (later;
smaller; etc.)

•

Complimentary use of local WiFi network

•

Complimentary use of Business Centre

•

Complimentary use of Executive Lounge

•

Upgraded security

•

Official welcome desk
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ICCA Association Resource Publications:

Working with airlines and ground
transport operators

Negotiating with hotels

Most guides on the subject of negotiating concern
themselves with the corporate market. This is a simple
guide to assist the international association buyer to
speak the same “business language” as the hotel sales
representative, and to obtain a fair deal that reflects
the importance and value of their event.

This publication is produced as a practical educational
guide which gives ideas and advice to international
association meeting planners and decision makers how
to deal effectively with the airline and ground transport
industry in the 21st century.

Working with Convention
Bureaux

Contracting with Major Congress
& Convention Venues

The Convention Bureaux in ICCA membership represent
the most internationally focused and experienced
destinations worldwide. From providing strategic advice
to the organisers of citywide conventions to finding that
special historic venue for an exclusive Board of Directors
dinner, you’ll find their expertises hard to beat.

This guide will be of value to a range of people and
organisations working in or within the meetings
industry, in particular:
- Clients dealing with major venues for the first
- New venues
- Students in industry-related courses

Bidding and Decision-making

Working with Meetings
Management Companies
The main purposes of this publication is to clearly
elaborate the differences between AMCs, PCOs, DMCs,
and other agencies dealing with association meetings.

This publication holds a set of guidelines and check-lists
that help evaluate and improve the methodology used
to decide on future international meetings destinations.

Crisis Management

ROI Handbook

This publication provides structured solutions to crisis
and emergency situations by allocating and utilising
effective resources to ensure minimal impact to people,
reputation and assets.

A very handy publication that helps you evaluate
your personal Return on Investment from attending
an international association meeting easily and
collectively.

Hosted Buyer Programme
This publication provides advice for international
association executives to help them organise quality
meetings and business opportunities at meetings industry
tradeshows.

Available for free download at:
associations.iccaworld.org
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“
“

Case study: The Association Portal
I attended a luncheon roundtable discussion at the 2013 IMEX meeting in Las Vegas.
Several ICCA people were there helping to lead the groups. Having never really heard
of ICCA, I was very curious to see what they had to say. Among the many gems of
wisdom was a mention of their website Portal, which allows association planners to
query other association planners about a wide range of topics. My group had been a
year into planning a five-day intensive educational course in Istanbul for 85 people
from 35 different countries. And from all the news reports, the protests in the city
were only growing in strength and numbers. Especially around the Taksim Square
area, located in direct proximity to our headquarters hotel. So we were concerned,
to say the least. And we even considered invoking the civil unrest clause in the force
majeure provision of our contract. So the day I returned from IMEX, I hopped on ICCA’s
website and signed up for access to the Portal. Once I was approved, I sent out a
query to anyone who had recently run a conference in Istanbul, asking for any
feedback they had on the current situation. Within three days, I had five detailed
responses. And all of them were basically – no worries. These wonderful people from
around the world had taken the time to answer my email, putting my fears to rest.
We ran the conference this past March, and although protests were still in progress,
they did not impact our meeting in the least. So a big thank you to ICCA for offering
this excellent resource, and also to those planners who actually responded to pleas for
information.”
Mark Holland
Associate Director
Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation

Register for the Association Portal at associations.iccaworld.com

Case study: The Bidding Manual
The International Federation of Surveyors, FIG, is dependent on national member
associations to submit a bid for a future FIG conference. The bidding material must
therefore be appealing, not too complicated to approach, and yet to the point
including all important details. After having worked on the bidding material for a long
time it was difficult to judge whether we were actually sending the right signal, had
include the right information and were asking the questions we wanted answered in
the bids. We were not sure what to do, until I thought of ICCA. ICCA immediately took
up the challenge to review the bid, and we are very grateful for this. Having fresh and
very qualified eyes on the text helped us a lot. The response and comments guided us
to make the bidding text easier to understand and the final bids easier to compare. The
review pointed out ideas on what could be useful to include (we had e.g. not included
information on WI-FI which is extremely important these days), formulations that could
be misinterpreted or were difficult to understand, and hints on what information would
be useful to include as mandatory. The very qualified and thorough review from ICCA
helped us to publish a bidding document that has afterwards resulted in more
comparable bids and has made it easier for us to evaluate whether the bidder fulfills
our requirements.”

Louise Friis-Hansen
FIG Manager
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